Formation of factors IXa and Xa by the extrinsic pathway: differential regulation by tissue factor pathway inhibitor and antithrombin III.
The activation of factor X by VIIa/TF and the Xa-dependent inhibition of the enzyme complex by tissue factor pathway inhibitor (TFPI) are considered primary steps in the initiation of coagulation. IX activation by VIIa/TF is considered to contribute catalyst necessary for further Xa production in the ensuing amplification phase. We have investigated Xa and IXabeta production by VIIa-TF in a system reconstituted with both X and IX and the principal physiologic inhibitors of this pathway TFPI and antithrombin III (AT). Kinetic studies without inhibitors established that IX and X functioned as competitive alternate substrates for VIIa/TF with similar kinetic constants. When both IX and X were present, TFPI significantly inhibited the extent of formation of either IXabeta or Xa. In contrast, AT rapidly depleted active Xa with a small effect on IXabeta formation. When both AT and TFPI were present, active IXabeta formation significantly exceeded the formation of active Xa regardless of the VIIa/TF concentration. These findings could be quantitatively accounted for by a model encompassing the kinetics of the individual activation and inhibition steps. Active Xa formation by this pathway is regulated in a principal way by its rapid inactivation by AT. In contrast, the Xa-dependent inhibitory reactions of TFPI play a primary role in limiting zymogen consumption and the formation of active IXabeta. These regulatory phenomena yield active IXabeta as a major rather than secondary product of VIIa/TF. Our findings raise the possibility that IXabeta produced by the extrinsic pathway, and its ability to function within the intrinsic Xase complex to activate X may play a significant role in producing Xa necessary for both the initiation and sustained phases of the procoagulant response following vascular damage.